Comparing with “more” and “most”
A. Read each adjective. Write the form of the adjective you would use to compare two nouns. Then
write the form you would use to compare more than two nouns.
1. foolish
_________________________
6. talented
_________________________
2. nervous

_________________________

7. entertaining_________________________

3. amazing

_________________________

8. delicious

_________________________

4. interesting _________________________

9. exciting

_________________________

5. frightening _________________________

10. impressive _________________________

B. Write more or most to complete each sentence.
11. The Fun House is the enjoyable place in the park.
12. The laughing lady is the hilarious of all.
13. Michelle is curious about her than I am.
14. Doesn’t she have the foolish grin on her face?
15. Steep slides are thrilling than rolling barrels.
16. Darryl is frightened than Ginger.
17. The tall mirror is flattering than the short one.
18. This music is annoying than pleasant.
19. The indoor roller coaster was the terrifying of all.
20. Nothing is incredible than that laughing lady.
C. Write each sentence. Use the correct form of the adjective in parentheses ( ).
21. The games at the fair are than the games we play at home. (challenging)
22. What is the amusement park in the world? (famous)
23. This carousel is than any other. (spectacular)
24. Thomas is than Hillary about the rides. (nervous)
25. This fair is the fair we’ve ever visited. (expensive)

Comparing with “good” and “bad”
A. Write the form of the word good or bad used to compare.
26. I think my city is the best city of all.
27. Our traffic is worse than the traffic in Silver City.
28. Our town has the best parks and swimming pools.
29. I think Chicago’s Art Institute is the best museum of all.
30. It has better paintings than the paintings in our museum.
31. Which American city has the worst weather of all?
32. Chicago’s snowfall may be worse than the snowfall here.
33. Are the temperatures in the North worse than the temperatures in the South?
34. Devon thinks cold climates are better than warm ones.
35. Cold weather is better than warm weather for skiing.
B. Write each sentence. Choose the correct word.
36. Let’s vote on the (better, best) Midwestern city.
37. Do you think Dayton has (worst, worse) weather than St. Louis?

38. I think its river is the (better, best) in the Midwest.
39. Which city has the (worse, worst) traffic of all?
40. I think winter is (worse, worst) in Omaha than in Minneapolis.
41. Is Lake Michigan the (better, best) lake of all for swimming?
42. Is swimming or jogging (better, best) exercise?
43. I think waterskiing is the (better, best) sport of all.
44. Is the pollution in one city (worse, worst) than the pollution in another?
45. Who can say if one city is (better, best) than another?
C. Write the sentence. Use the correct form of the adjective.
46. Neil is a tourist than I am. (good)
47. He thinks that airports are the places of all. (good)
48. These maps are the maps I’ve seen. (bad)
49. I think driving is the way to travel. (good)
50. Sam says bus travel is than train travel. (bad)

Combining Sentences: Adjectives
A. Read each pair of sentences. Write the adjective in the second sentence that could be added to
the first sentence.
1. Jason has a computer. The computer is new.
2. Its best feature is the hard drive. The hard drive is fast.
3. His sister downloads games. She chooses funny games.
4. Jason’s friends write letters. Their letters are electronic.
5. The screen has colors. The colors are bright.
6. Tanya inserts a game. Her game is new.
7. She enjoys the action. The action is fast.
8. The game includes sound effects. The sound effects are loud.
9. Jason is writing a report. His report seems long.
10. He researches facts on the Internet. He finds interesting facts.
B. Combine each pair of sentences to form one sentence.
11. The computer game had characters. These characters were funny.
12. They swam in a river. The river was deep.
13. There were animals in the river. The animals looked hungry.
14. A hippopotamus was in the river. The animal was fat.
15. The best character wore a hat. His hat was tall.
16. One character carried a suitcase. He carried a large suitcase.
17. I watched the screen. The screen was colorful.
18. Jason played the game. Jason’s game was fast-paced.
19. We totaled our score. Our score was high.
20. Tomorrow let’s play my game. My game is new.
C. Think of an adjective to complete the second sentence in each pair. Then write one sentence for
each pair.
21. Maggie has a computer. Her computer is __________________.
22. The computer has a screen. The screen is ______________________.
23. It can play programs. The programs seem ____________________________.
24. The computer has a printer. It is __________________________.
25. I don’t like the keyboard. The keyboard is ______________________.

